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The New NASA photo:  An Open Door on Mars 
 

NASA has this last week released an amazing photo from the Curiosity rover on Mars 

of a doorway on Mars.  Plus first US Congress hearings in 50 years on the UFO 

threat. Plus NATO troops massing on Russia border.  My Analysis: Earth is being set 

up for a massive deception to cripple the church. 

 

I need to spread this analysis of the world crisis leading to a world deception over 

several blogs.  This week I need to give important background information on three 

sectors of the crisis.  There are many more.  And then I will give you a preliminary 

idea of what I think ties all this together, I will call it: "The Prometheus Deception". 

If I am correct then this is the biggest deception coming in the history of the Church 

and in fact is part of an ancient deception now resurrected out of the Abyss. 

 

The Mars Enigma 

 

This last week NASA space agency released these stunning photos to the media taken 

by their Curiosity rover which is aptly named because they sent it back in 2021 to a 

region of Mars full of very strange things that needed a closer look.  It is also well 

known that whenever they see anything "highly disturbing" it almost always never 

gets published.  This time they did....Why? 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Here is another photo farther out to give a better perspective. 

 

 
 

There are many such very strange anomalies on the Mars surface including the 

famous "Face on Mars" and pyramid like structures that would seem to indicate in 

ages past something was going on at Mars.  And there are a lot of governments and 

private groups that want to know what went on there in ages past. Every space 

capable government has sent probes and satellites to find out.  And that is also why 

Elon Musk wants to send a manned mission ASAP.  Never mind colonization.  He 

wants eyes and feet on the ground. There is something there they think will explain 

the origins of humanity. 

 

Here is what we know from a lot of Mars rovers and satellite imagery and soil 

analysis about a real problem that scientists have about Mars.  It is now accepted by 

all planetary scientists that Mars once had lakes, rivers and running water.  The 

ravines and water channels show this.  But Mars is freezing cold...no running water.  

That means it must have been warmer long time ago.  That could only be if it had an 

atmosphere. So what happened to the atmosphere and the water? 

 

Dr. John Brandenburg a former physicist at Livermore and Sandia national labs of 

America who was part of the scientific team working on nuclear war issues under the 

Reagan administration believes he knows the answer.  He wrote a book on it "Death 

On Mars: The Discovery of a Planetary Nuclear Massacre".   He goes into a lot of 

technical details about nuclear weapons and thermonuclear explosion of which he is 

an expert, but his conclusion:  There are incontrovertible proofs that thermonuclear 

warheads exploded on Mars ages ago. How does he know?  Because they have 

measured large amounts of Krypton 84 ions and Xenon 132 ions.  These are not 

naturally occurring nuclear radiation ions.  They only occur from a thermonuclear 

fission reaction.  America only recorded Xenon 132 in the atmosphere after 1950 

when they had started with testing nuclear bombs above ground.  They soon banned 

above ground testing after these results.  Brandenburg's conclusion: Yes there was an 

atmosphere on Mars...but it got blown away in a nuclear exchange. 

 

Then of course there is the fact of the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter in the 

exact place where a planet should be.  The only real logical explanation?  Yes there 

was a planet there but it exploded. 

 

Does any of this have any relevance to the scripture that says "And there was war in 

heaven?"  How do angels make war?  And which heaven are we talking about? 



The US Congress Hearings on UFO's 

 

So in the week that NASA starts releasing their very interesting Mars photos the US 

Congress announces that after 50 years it is time to finally have the intelligence 

agencies come in and tell us what in the world is going on with these UFO's.  Here is 

the news report.... 

The House Intelligence Committee’s subcommittee on counterterrorism, 

counterintelligence, and counter proliferation is set to hold a public hearing next 

week on unidentified aerial phenomena (UAP), also known as UFOs, marking the 

first time such a hearing has taken place in over 50 years. 

The hearing, which will assess what risks UFOs pose to national security, will be 

chaired by Rep. Andre Carson (D-Ind.). 

“Congress hasn’t held a public hearing on unidentified aerial phenomena (UFOs) in 

over 50 years,” Carson wrote on Twitter on Tuesday alongside black and white 

photos of what appeared to be mysterious flying objects. 

“That will change next week when I lead a hearing in House Intelligence on this 

topic and the national security risk it poses. Americans need to know more about 

these unexplained occurrences.” 

Please note:  The hearings are not about do UFO's exist?  It is now accepted 

internationally and officially accepted by governments they exist.  What they want to 

know is What threat do they possess to American national security? 

 

And this is very concerning for the military and national security establishment 

because it has been concluded that the technology involved is so advanced that this 

does not come from Russia or China or any other nation.  They have only in recent 

years been able to make a technical evaluation of these craft because of major 

advancements in their fighting jets capability to track high speed objects.  Modern jet 

fighters now are able to track and target and photograph supersonic aircraft.  US Navy 

and Air Force fighter pilots have been coming back from chase missions with 

dramatic data of the speed and maneuverability of these craft without there being any 

observable means of propulsion from engines of lift capability from wings. 

 

What is further very disturbing is that these craft seem to have a very keen interest in 

America's nuclear arsenal.  Russia and China report the same thing.   

 

Who are flying these craft?  Where do they come from?  What do they want? One 

thing is for certain: The American Congress is not suddenly calling for public 

hearings because they want information.  They already have the secret classified 

information and now along with NASA comes the process of preparing the world and 

the American public for information that will be the most momentous news in the 

history of mankind.  What will be the message? 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/RepAndreCarson/status/1524018039439695884


The New World War 3 Developments 

 

This last week came the news reports of NATO war preparations.  I will quote the 

various military developments of positioning troops and arms on Russia's borders for 

a widening of the war.  I quote....  

 

Large-scale NATO military drills started in Estonia on Monday. The exercise 

dubbed ‘Hedgehog 2022’ is one of the largest in the Baltic nation’s history, 

according to the military bloc. The drills will involve some 15,000 troops from 14 

nations, including both military bloc members and their partners. 

 

The exercises in Estonia are, however, just one part of NATO’s large-scale military 

activities near the Russian border. Another Baltic state, Lithuania, is hosting the 

‘Iron Wolf’ exercise, which involves 3,000 NATO troops and 1,000 pieces of 

military equipment, including Germany’s Leopard 2 tanks. 

 

Two of NATO’s biggest exercises – ‘Defender Europe’ and ‘Swift Response’ – are 

taking place in Poland and eight other countries, involving 18,000 troops from 20 

nations, according to NATO’s statement on Friday. 

 

The NATO Response Force is currently taking part in the 7,500-strong ‘Wettiner 

Heide’ drills in Germany. The Mediterranean Sea is about to witness ‘Neptune 

series’ naval drills involving the USS ‘Harry S. Truman’ carrier strike group that 

will be placed under NATO command. This will only be the second time since the 

end of the Cold War that a US carrier group has been transferred under the 

military bloc’s command, NATO has said. 

 

In late April, Finland hosted NATO naval drills. Now, it is also hosting a joint land 

exercise, in which troops from the US, the UK, Estonia and Latvia are participating 

 

In June, the Baltic States and Poland will host what NATO describes as “Europe’s 

largest integrated air and missile defence exercise,” which would involve 23 

nations. 

 

And to finance the war and pay those countries for all their war expenditures recent 

headlines.... 

US Senate passes $40 billion Ukraine bill  

Ukraine conflict can spread out, France warns 

From which the Russian state media responded with...... 

Russian state TV simulates nuking Europe in 200 seconds 

with ‘no survivors’ 

The terrifying clip was shown on Channel One’s 60 Minutes programme – one of 

the most popular shows in Russia – which is hosted by husband and wife Olga 

Skabeyeva and Evgeny Popov. 



 

It came a day after Putin vowed to respond at ‘lightning speed’ to countries that try 

to interfere with his war in Ukraine, telling politicians in St Petersburg: ‘We don’t 

brag, we will use them’, in an apparent reference to his nuclear arsenal.  

 

Now project forward with the world wide effect of: 

 

- An international food famine coming in 2023 

- A world economic depression in 2023 

- International turmoil and riots and looting 

- International bond market collapse from debt defaults by corporations, consumers 

and governments.  Sri Lanka defaulted in $50 billion of debt this week....who was that 

owned to that just lost $50 billion? There are a string of nations lined up to do the 

same.  The IMF does not have the funds to keep plugging the holes in the 

international financial system. 

 

And financial news from Russia this week: 

The Russian ruble is stronger than ever against the US dollar and the European euro.  

And they are taking over all the industrial assets abandoned by "absentee owners".  

They have also signed a law they no longer recognize international patent rights and 

their pharmaceutical and industrial companies can use whatever they want without 

nay royalty payments or permission. 

 

Do you think the collective west can allow Russia to get away with this?  How long 

before every deeply indebted nation simply walks away from their dollar and euro 

debts?  Sanctions are not stopping Russia...only making it more self reliant.  The only 

remaining option is war.  But at all costs Russia must be brought to heel... 

 

So here is an interesting scenario for the church to contemplate.  In the midst of a 

world on the brink of nuclear holocaust, world famine, collapsing economies....would 

it not be great for a desperate world to suddenly be confronted with a celestial savior 

from the sky?  A celestial savior who has the advanced technology to stop the war, 

bring peace, solve the energy crisis and promise mankind an unlimited future of space 

travel to the stars? 

  

I call this "The Prometheus Deception". 

 

And the Church needs to prepare for it....because it was prophesied to come and none 

of the current "end times", "rapture", "stand with Israel" teachings are going to 

survive this deception.   

 

To be developed in further blogs.....  

https://metro.co.uk/2022/04/27/vladimir-putin-ramps-up-nuclear-threat-we-dont-brag-we-will-use-them-16546440/
https://metro.co.uk/2022/04/30/russia-the-advanced-weapons-vladimir-putin-is-developing-right-now-16538794/

